Publications


Conference/Symposium Presentations

MGM graduate student Mel Pilar Espaillat presented a seminar in the Center for Inclusive Education’s Research Café Series on March 21, 2016 titled “The Lipids in Your Gut: Defining the Role of Sphingolipids in Inflammatory Bowel Disease”.

MGM graduate students Lawton Chung (advisor: Jim Bliska) and Glenn Werneberg (advisor: David Thanassi) were selected to present their dissertation research at the first of two spring 2016 symposia on March 24, 2016. The titles of their talks were:

Infection by injection: How Pathogenic Yersinia Activate and Subvert Immune Responses
Lawton Chung, Molecular Genetics and Microbiology

Dissection of Usher-Chaperon-Subunit Interactions During Pilus Bio-genesis Escherichia Coli
Glenn Werneburg, Medical Scientist Training Program, Molecular Genetics and Microbiology

Dissertation Defense Announcement

Ellitza Ivanova will defend her dissertation on Monday April 11 at 10:00 aM in Life Sciences room 038. The title of her dissertation is “Ubiquitination of Zeta-associated Protein of 70 kDa (Zap-70) Regulates the Activation of TCR-Proximal Signaling Pathways”.

2016 Graduations

Dr. Anand Bhagwat, PhD (Mentor: Christopher Vakoc). Anand has started the clinical phase of the Medical Scientist Training Program at Stony Brook University.

Dr. Tomoki Nomakuchi, PhD (Mentor: Adrian Krainer). Tomoki has started the clinical phase of the Medical Scientist Training Program at Stony Brook University.

Dr. Glenn Werneberg, PhD (Mentor: David Thanassi). Glenn has started the clinical phase of the Medical Scientist Training Program at Stony Brook University.

Kudos

Save the Dates

A symposium, Viruses Forever, Two, in honor of Dr. Eckard Wimmer's 80th birthday will be held on Friday June 3rd at the Charles B. Wang Center. The speakers will be Sasha Gorbalenya (Leiden University, NL), Bert Semler (U. California at Irvine), Richard Kuhn (Perdue University), Hans-Georg Kräusslich (University of Heidelberg Medical School, DE), Emilio Emini (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation), Sung Key Jang (Pohang University, South Korea), Bruce Futcher (MGM), Konstantin Chumakov (US Food and Drug Administration), Ping Jiang (MGM), Nihal Altan-Bonnet (NIH), and Jose Romero (Arkansas Children's Hospital, University of Arkansas).

A symposium will be held on Friday October 28, 2016 to honor the career and scientific achievements of Dr. Jorge Benach who has stepped down from the position of Chair of the Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology after ten years of leadership. Speakers will include Ira Schwartz (New York Medical College), Linda Bockenstedt (Yale University), Patricia Rosa (NIAID), Linden Hu (Tufts University School of Medicine), Adriana Marques (NIAID), Jorge Galán (Yale University), Adolfo Garcia Sastre (Mount Sinai School of Medicine), and Justin Radolf (University of Connecticut School of Medicine).